Artificial neural networkÀcellular automata model has been applied successfully in land use change simulation. However, it has rarely been integrated with landscape pattern indices (LPIs), the embodiment of the spatial heterogeneity of land use. This paper proposed to integrate LPIs as the parameters of artificial neural networkÀcellular automata model. Subsequent to a description of the principles and implementation of the model, a case study was presented in Changping district. In the case study, two LPIs, the landscape similarity index and patch density, along with 10 other spatial variables, were selected as the influencing factors of land use change. Based on land use maps in years 1988 and 1998, a land use map in 2008 was simulated by the proposed model. Comparing with the actual land use map in 2008 and the simulated result of artificial neural networkÀcellular automata model, the results showed that the proposed model is more applicable for simulating land use change in the study area; the limitation of this model is the spatial scale and calculation method of LPIs.
Introduction
Simulation of land use change (LUC) provides a new approach to support the planning and management of land use. However, LUC is a complex process, which would be driven by a series of natural and social factors. Also, the drivers operate across a variety of spatialÀtemporal scales in a nonlinear way. Modelling LUC simulation systems is challenging. Therefore, advanced approaches are required (Tayyebi et al. 2014a (Tayyebi et al. , 2014b .
Artificial neural networksÀcellular automata (ANN-CA) model, a nonlinear tool, has been applied successfully in LUC simulation (Mahajan & Venkatachalam 2009; Pijanowski et al. 2014 ). In the model, CA performs as a bottom-up simulation framework. ANN is used as data mining tools to mine the transition rules of LUC for CA; it means that ANN is used to understand the underlying patterns in LUC data. ANN has the advantage of being able to observe relationships in data by emulating the brain's ability to sort patterns through the interconnected systems of many neurons (Arekhi & Jafarzadeh 2014; . ANN is an appropriate global parametric model for simulating LUC whereas various spatial drivers simulate land transformation in a non-linear way. Also, ANN is very effective in handling incorrect and inferior data, and capturing non-linear, complex features in modelling processes; therefore, it has been generally accepted that they are capable of achieving results with superior accuracy in modelling (Li & Yeh 2002) . Tayyebi et al. (2014b Tayyebi et al. ( , 2014c compared the land transformation models based on ANN, classification, and regression tree, and multivariate adaptive regression spline model, and proved the advantage of ANN than other models in both temporal and spatial accuracies.
There are few studies that use ANN-CA model to simulate LUC; however, in the former research works, the landscape pattern indices (LPIs) have not been integrated into the ANN-CA model. LPIs, the embodiment of the spatial heterogeneity of land use, were often used for describing the LUC (Seto & Fragkias 2005; Serra et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2010; Feng et al. 2011) . Researches have shown that LPIs can influence a variety of ecological phenomena. Recently, they have been researched as influence factors of urban expansion and LUC (Zeng et al. 2004; Mitsuda & Ito 2011) . Also, researchers have started to attempt to integrate LPIs into urban expansion simulation model and LUC simulation model (Liu et al. 2014; Li et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2014) . Liu et al. (2014) build an urban expansion simulation model by integrating LPIs and CBR (case-based reasoning)-CA. A particular LPI, landscape expansion index (LEI, an index designed based on LPIs) was used to identify the growth type to influence the cellular evolution. In contrast with traditional LPIs which only reflect the spatial characteristics at a given time, LEI can capture the information on formation processes of a landscape pattern. LEI was calculated for each cell, which could help identify urban growth type, and then got different transition rules for different growth types. Li et al. (2013) build an urban expansion simulation model by integrating LPIs and GA (genetic algorithm)-CA. They attempted to calibrate urban expansion simulation models according to the LPIs of the whole study area. Their model uses a fitness function based on LPIs to affect the weights of urban expansion factors, which are generated by GAs. Put simply, it controls the urban expansion by controlling the landscape pattern of the whole study area. Yang et al. (2014) have attempted to build an LUC model by integrating LPIs with Markov-CA model (Markov-CALPIs). In the model, relationships between un-transition probabilities and LPIs of land use types in different sub-regions among the study area are discovered, and then used to generate un-transition probability maps, which are used as suitability maps of Markov-CA model. In this integrating way, the last transition probabilities of LUC are dependent on the transition probabilities calculated by LPIs and the transition probabilities calculated by some other variables.
In this paper, an ANN-CA-LPIs simulation model, integrating LPIs into ANN-CA model, was proposed. This model also tries to differentiate the transition probabilities of land use in different spatial regions of study area through a different landscape pattern, which is the same as Markov-CA-LPIs model. However, different from the Markov-CA-LPIs model, in the model proposed by this paper, the last transition probabilities of LUC are dependent on the transition probabilities calculated by LPIs and other variables.
To demonstrate the feasibility and advantage of the model, a case study of the Changping district in Beijing is presented. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a description of LPIs, explains the architecture of the ANN-CA model, and describes the integration of LPIs and ANN-CA model. Section 3 presents the case study. In Section 4, conclusion and outlook for the future are presented.
Landscape pattern indices
LPIs are quantitative descriptions of landscape patterns (Hu & Dong 2013) . Landscape patterns are distinguished by spatial relationships among component parts, and can be characterized by both composition and configuration. Landscape composition refers to features associated with the presence and amount of each patch type within the landscape, but without being spatially explicit. Landscape configuration refers to the physical distribution or spatial character of patches within the landscape.
There are various indices for describing landscape patterns quantitatively (McGarigal & Cushman 2002) . If all of them were chosen to be integrated into the LUC simulation model, the simulation process must be very complicated. Taking the former research as the reference, in this paper, the landscape similarity index (LSI) and patch density (PD) at class level were chosen to be integrated into the LUC model.
The LSI at class level represents the per cent of the landscape occupied by the class. It is an index to quantify the landscape composition. It was chosen because the LUC of a patch could be influenced by the abundance of patches of the same land use type in the surrounding landscape. A patch with a high LSI for land use types in the landscape may be more difficult to change to other land use types. This index is calculated as follows:
where i represents the patch types (land use classes); j represents the number of patches; n is the total number of patches; a ij is the area (m 2 ) of patch ij; A is the total landscape area (m 2 ); and LSI i is the landscape similarity index of the land use class i. PD is a fundamental index that represents the landscape configuration. It expresses the number of patches per unit within an area, and best describes landscape fragmentation. Holding the total area constant, a landscape with a greater density would be considered more fragmented than a landscape with a lower density. A land use type with a high PD in the landscape may be easier to change to another land use type. This index is calculated as follows:
where PD i is the patch density of land use class i and n is the total number of patches. The LPIs could be calculated using FRAGSTATS, which is an outstanding software developed to quantify landscape structure (Liu et al. 2010 ).
Integrating LPIs into ANN-CA model
ANN-CA model has been applied widely in LUC change simulation, and in those literatures, the ANN-CA model was described in detail. In this section, after a brief introduction of the ANN-CA model, the integration of LPIs with ANN-CA model is introduced.
In an ANN-CA model, the CA provides a spatio-temporal framework for LUC simulation; ANN is applied to discover the local transition rules of CA (Li & Yeh 2002; Lin et al. 2011 ). In the input layer of ANN, neurons are a set of cellular attributes, which are social, economic, and physical factors. It was assumed that these attributes determined the LUC probabilities. A neuron in the output layer of ANN corresponds to a land use class. The value of a neuron in the output layer represented the transition probability from the existing class to the corresponding land use class.
In this paper, LPIs were incorporated as attributes, which are set as neurons in the input layer of ANN to determine the LUC probabilities. Therefore, transition probability of land use class is conducted by LPIs and other conditions together. The probability of LUC is designed as follows:
where P LUC is the probability of LUC; PðLPIs; Other conditionsÞ is a probability calculated by a function consisting of LPIs, Other conditions, and a set weight generated from ANN. In ANN, the function is non-linear and hidden. Other conditions are mentioned as the social, economic, and physical factors of LUC.
The integrating way of LPIs with ANN-CA is absolutely different from the way in Markov-CA-LPIs. In Markov-CA-LPIs model, the transition probability maps conducted by LPIs are similar to the suitability maps, and LUCs are determined by the value of suitability. In the Markov-CA-LPIs model, the transition probability of land use class is conducted by the probability conducted by LPIs and the probability conducted by other conditions. The probability of LUC can be described as follows:
where P LPIs is the probability of LUC conducted by LPIs; P Other conditions is the probability of LUC conducted by the other conditions; and minfP LPIs P Other conditions g is the minimum value between P LPIs and P Other conditions . Combined with the above description, the structure of the ANN-CA model could be described as shown in figure 1. There is a problem that LPIs are the characteristics of a land use class, but the attributes in the input layer of ANN are the characteristic of a cell. To solve the problem, the LPIs must be transformed to the characteristic of a cell. Therefore, in this paper, LPIs of a cell were set as the LPIs of the cellular land use class in a certain landscape.
In the simulation process, the LUC of a cell was determined by comparing the values of transition probabilities generated by neurons in the output layer. Land use class would transit to the class that is associated with the highest value of transition probability. If the classes have the same highest transition probability, randomness could be generated to make the decision.
The simulation of LUC was carried out by running CA and an ANN for a sufficient number of steps. Whether a cell is converted or not is usually decided by many steps of evolution. To control the rate of LUC in one step, a predefined threshold (ranged from 0 to 1) should be set. In this paper, a relative large value of 0.9 was defined as the threshold. It was proved that this value is useful for obtaining the fine simulation patterns, which can prevent land use from changing too fast.
Implementation of the model
To demonstrate the feasibility of ANN-CA-LPIs model, it was implemented to simulate LUC in the Changping district (with an area of 1352 km 2 ), Beijing, China. This district was selected as a study area because of its significant spatial differences in the landscape patterns and the data availability. As some of its edges comprised the outer borders of the central area of Beijing, Changping is a rapidly growing area. While it was undergoing rapid economic development, the land use changed dramatically under the influence of human environmental systems.
Data sources
The data used to provide actual urban areas for this case study included three land use maps generated from the classifications of Landsat TM5 images, acquired during the summers of 1988, 1998, and 2008 , at a spatial resolution of 30 m. Each land use map was treated as a cellular space, with each pixel representing a cell. Thus, each cell represents an area of 30 £ 30 m, or 900 m 2 . The maps contained five land use/ land cover classes: forest land (FL), cultivated land (CuL), construction land (CoL), water (WL), and other land uses (OLU). The two maps for 1988 and 1998 were used to capture the transition rules. The 2008 map was used to test the simulation result.
In this paper, in addition to the two LPIs, a total of 10 spatial variables were used for the attributions of the cells. Table 1 lists the details of the spatial variables. They included a series of distance-based variables, neighbourhood conditions, and physical attributes, which could be derived from remote sensing and GIS data. Studies have shown that these variables are closely related to the probability of LUC. In this paper, social and economic variables were not chosen as the attributions of the cells because the fine resolution census data at early in Changping are rarely available.
To derive the distance-based variables, traffic data were prepared from urban and town areas (in GIS format) from the years 1988 and 1998. The Euclidean distance function of ArcMap was used to obtain the Euclidean distance raster map for the distance-based variables.
To derive the neighbourhood conditions, a standard 7 £ 7 contiguity filter was used. Other types of contiguity filters could be used; however, an earlier research (Pan et al. 2010) indicated that a combination of small cell sizes and small neighbourhood sizes generated improper expressions of land use transitions.
Analysis of LPIs and LUC
An analysis of LPIs and LUC of different spatial sub-regions in Changping from 1988 to 1998 was performed. The analysis about the differences of LUC and LPIs among different sub-regions may be helpful for examining the viability of simulating LUC integrating with LPIs. To realize the analysis well, 12 sub-regions were extracted from the maps using the Extract by Mask tool in ArcGIS. The sub-regions are clearly with different landscape patterns.
First, the LUCs from 1988 to 1998 in the whole Changping district were calculated. The land use maps in 1988 and 1998 were shown in figure 2(a) and 2 (b). Using the CROSSTAB model in IDRISI, LUCs were obtained and shown in table 2. Then, the LUCs of the 12 sub-regions in Changping from 1988 to 1998 were calculated. Using the CROSSTAB model in IDRISI, LUCs in those sub-regions were obtained and shown in table 3. From table 3, it can be seen that changes in the area of each land use class among those sub-regions had great differences. The change ratios of the sub-regions and the entire Changping district also had great differences. Finally, LSI and PD of the sub-regions were calculated using the software FRAGSTATS (table 4) .
From tables 3 and 4, we can see that similar to LUC, LPIs among the sub-regions had great differences too. It is difficult to obtain quantitative conclusions by observing data of LUCs and LPIs, and no attempt was made to quantify the relationship between the LUCs and LPIs, or to measure their strength. A conclusion was reached that LUCs in the regions with different landscape patterns were also different.
Simulation process
The 10 spatial variables of a cell, listed in table 1, were easy to obtain. The determination of the LPIs for the cells, however, was a problem. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the LPIs of a cell were set as LPIs of the cellular land use class within a specific region; therefore, the calculation of the LPIs first required the determination of a spatial region for a cell. It was unwise to generate a sub-region for each cell (the sub-region takes the corresponding cell as its centre), and calculate the LPIs of those sub-regions. Although this method was impartial to all the cells, the LPIs of each cell obtained by this method could best represent the characteristics of the spatial environment in which it was located. This would require very sizeable calculations. In order to simplify the calculations, the Changping district was divided into 12 sub-regions, of four equal longitudinal sections, and three equal latitudinal sections. Through visual observations, landscape patterns from the sub-regions in 1988 displayed great differences, and again in 1998, they also displayed significant differences. Using the software FRAGSTATS, LPIs (LSI and PD) were calculated at class levels of the 12 sub-regions in both 1988 and 1998. The LPIs of a sub-region were set as the LPIs values of the cells, which are in located in the sub-region. After preparing data, training the ANN was essential before the simulation using the ANN-CA model. The data from 1988 to 1998 were used to train the ANN and obtain the transition rule for the CA. It was unwise to use the whole data-set for training, because the data volume was so large. A total of 50,000 random samples (about 33% of all cells) were proportionally selected from the different land use classes, and they were evenly distributed within 12 sub-regions. There were a total of 12 variables for each cell, and consequentially, there were 12 neurons in the input layer. The number of neurons within the hidden layer was also set as 12. The number of land use classes decided the number of neurons in the output layer. So there were 5 neurons in the output layer. No explicit transition rules were required for an ANN-CA model. The only task was to train the neural network to obtain parameter values based on empirical data.
After training the ANN using the 50,000 samples, setting the LPIs and the spatial variables in 1998 as neurons in input layer of ANN, the ANN could then be used to generate the transition probabilities of cells from 1998 to 2008, which were provided for CA to simulate the land use map in the year 2008.
Results and discussion
The simulated land use map in 2008 was generated, and was shown in figure 2 (c). In order to analyse the simulated result, it should be compared with the actual land use map in 2008, which is shown in figure 2(d) .
Visual comparisons with the actual land use map indicated that FL, CuL, CoL, and WL in the simulated map were relatively close to the corresponding classes in the actual map. The greatest agreement was shown in the FL in the north of Changping. The main deviations were located in the central area, where there were much greater OLU and CuL, and a lesser amount of CoL in simulated map.
Then, quantitative comparison was carried out to analyse the accuracy of the simulation results. The simulated areas, the actual areas, the simulated changed ratio from 1998 to 2008, the actual changed ratio from 1998 to 2008, and the error rates, counted by categories, were listed in table 5. The CROSSTAB model in IDRISI was then used to obtain the Kappa Index of Agreement (KIA) with the actual land use map as reference. KIAs were also listed by categories in table 5.
In terms of quantitative accuracy, error rates for FL and CuL were particularly low at ¡0.0114 and 0.0837, respectively. Comparing the simulated changed ratios and actual changed ratios, we can see that (1) for the simulated result, the area of (2) The actual decrease speeds of FL and OLU were faster than the simulated decrease speed, and the actual expansion speed of CoL was also faster than the simulated expansion speed. Those are caused by using transition rules from 1988 to 1998 to simulate the transitions from 1998 to 2008; however, the urbanization from 1998 to 2008 was more intensive than urbanization from 1988 to 1998. In terms of the spatial accuracy, the KIAs for FL, CuL, CoL, and WL are at 0.761, 0.582, 0.497, and 0.372, respectively. This means the accuracy of the spatial distributions was acceptable.
The results showed that the accuracies of the quantity and spatial distributions were both acceptable. Therefore, the simulation accuracies were acceptable. This indicated that the ANN-CA-LPIs model could simulate future land use patterns objectively and accurately.
Model validation and comparison
In order to validate the advantage of integrating LPIs into the ANN-CA model, the result simulated by ANN-CA-LPIs was compared with the result simulated by ANN-CA model without integrating LPIs. The spatial variables other than the LPIs, as parameters of local transition rules used in the ANN-CA model, were the same as those used in the ANN-CA-LPIs. The map simulated by the ANN-CA model was shown in figure 2(e) .
To compare the results quantitatively, the simulated results, the error rate, and the KIA of the ANN-CA model were listed by categories in table 6, from which it could be seen that the error rates of the ANN-CA model were close to the error rates of the ANN-CA-LPIs model. This demonstrates that in terms of the total amount of land use, the two models also showed high accuracies. In terms of the spatial accuracy of the ANN-CA model, the KIAs for FL, CuL, and WL were at 0.714, 0.536, and 0.398, respectively, which were lower than those of the ANN-CA-LPIs model. The KIA for the CoL of the ANN-CA model was slightly higher than that of the ANN-CA-LPIs model. The KIAs for the OLU of the ANN-CA and ANN-CA-LPIs models were both very low.
Further discussions of the quantitative analysis result were carried out through visual comparison. Using the crosstab map generated from the analysis of CROSS-TAB, error maps, non-match maps and match maps between the simulation results, and actual map in 2008 were obtained, as shown in figures 3 and 4.
In figure 3 , the two sub-figures (ALL, ANN-CA-LPIs) and (ALL, ANN-CA) are non-match maps; cells in (ALL, ANN-CA-LPIs) mean that they have different land From error maps, non-match maps, and match maps, simulation characteristic of the two models can be obtained conveniently. Error maps in figure 3 implied that in simulation models, conditions of the cells in those map in year 1998 were difficult for them to transit to or maintain the corresponding land use class. Error maps in figure 4 implied that in simulation models, conditions of the cells in those map in year 1998 were easy for them to transit to or maintain the corresponding land use class. There exist some differences between error maps in figure 3. However, it seems not easy to detect the difference between the two models from figure 3.
The most obvious differences exist between the OLU error maps in figure 4. In the map simulated by the ANN-CA model, there were still some OLU in the east of Changping that did not transited; but in the map simulated by the ANN-CA-LPIs model, the OLU in the east of Changping did completely transited, which was closer to the actual situation. In the east of Changping, the transition probabilities of OLU in the ANN-CA-LPIs model were greater than those in the ANN-CA model.
Other obvious differences exist between the FL error maps in figure 4 . In the southeast of Changping, the FL in the simulated map of the ANN-CA model was obviously larger than the FL in the simulated map of the ANN-CA-LPIs model. In the southeast of Changping, the transition probabilities of the FL in the ANN-CA model were smaller than those from the ANN-CA-LPIs model. The other differences exist between the CuL error maps in figure 4. In the southwest of Changping, the CuL in the simulated map of the ANN-CA model was obviously larger than the CuL in the simulated map of the ANN-CA-LPIs model. In the southwest of Changping, the transition probabilities of the FL in the ANN-CA model were smaller than those from the ANN-CA-LPIs model.
For the other two land use classes, (1) the areas of WL were small, and therefore, the differences between the results simulated by the two models were slight; (2) although KIA of FL in the map simulated by ANN-CA model is higher than ANN-CA-LPIs model, there were no obvious differences between the error maps of FL in figure 4. It seems that the integration of LPIs did not achieve good result for WL and CoL.
Overall, combining the quantitative accuracy and the spatial accuracy, the model proposed by this paper has much better simulation performance. With the same spatial variable restrictions, this model enhanced the ANN-CA model by improving the spatial accuracy through the use of LPIs to restrict spatial distribution.
Conclusion
This paper proposed to integrate LPIs into ANN-CA while simulate LUC. LPIs, a useful quantitative measure for describing the structures and patterns of a landscape, could be used to quantify spatial heterogeneity and to reflect important spatial properties. These indices provide important information that can characterize urban and land-use systems. They have been applied in the areas of the detection of LUC, urban expansion, biodiversity, and habitat fragmentation.
In this paper, two LPIs, the landscape similarity index and patch density, were selected to be integrated into the ANN-CA model. Also, the model was applied to simulate LUC in Changping, China. To simplify the calculations of LPIs, the Changping district was divided into 12 sub-regions, of four equal longitudinal sections and three equal latitudinal sections; cells with the same land use class in the same sub-region have the same LPIs. The experimental results indicated that the simulation accuracies of this model were superior to the accuracies of an ANN-CA model. That was achieved through differentiating the transition probabilities of land use in different spatial regions of study area through the different landscape pattern.
